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• How to infer a 
phylogeny

• Why the deep past is 
difficult 

“Banfield tree of life” Hug et al.
(2016) Nature Microbiology
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Bayesian inference: traversing the complex topology and 
rate matrix space lends itself to Bayesian algorithms 



Goal: find the process leading to the data

Inferring a phylogeny

Information on parsimony and distance-based methods are 
left for the Further Reading section
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“Unrooted” phylogeny 
arrises because 
mutation process is 
reversible in our models 
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Caveats: inferring the past is hard

Inferring a phylogeny

We must calibrate 
phylogenies with 
independent data, 
e.g. the fossil record, 
known mutation rates 
for specific groups

• Rooting the tree with an outgroup
• Time calibration
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Bacteria HumanBillions of years



Caveats: inferring the past is hard (especially in deep time)

Inferring a phylogeny
• Rooting the tree with an outgroup
• Time calibration
• Long branch attraction
• What genetic information goes back to LUCA?

• Ribosomal RNA and protein genes

David Goodsell
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